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in which waters full out turns himself into a
normal, english snob by going from near

anonymous, forlorn and grumpy voice (ariel) into
a high-pitched aristocrat playing a game of

chicken with the bridge for all the world as if he
were a mixture of ronnie lane, paul newman and

bruce willis. its a good, solid track with clever
writing, but its just not that compelling. a

criminally overlooked track from the epic eight-
part concept album that is as dark, as personal

and as richly rewarding as a good poetry reading.
its really just a showcase of gilmours style,

especially his ability to often so swiftly and subtly
transition from one note to the next, and a couple
of classic guitar solos, one on a nice riff and one
on the precise-yet-vaguely-awkwardly plucked

vamp. theres a few nice things about it, but one of
them is that once you hear two and a half minutes
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of clunkers on the radio, you know youre in for a
treat, the kind of thing that drives the band to
near-apoplectic fury. its a strange place for the
song to be, and its given more of its power as a

pop-metal song by not attempting to do anything
else than what its there to do. its a plucky,

mischievous little number, and like some of their
later material, its just a blast to listen to. a couple
weeks back, i was struck by how flexible some of
the records that made an impression on me as a

kid were in becoming new music and still
something i felt connected to in new and different

ways. i found myself doing the same thing with
wish you were here a few weeks later, and i wont
pretend that there arent any other parallels. when

i bought it as a 12-year-old, it was the first pink
floyd record i ever bought and one of the reasons i
took a renewed interest in the group. some of that

renewed interest ultimately led me to give pink
floyd a second look as an adult, and like before, i

was unexpectedly blown away. the pink floyd from
wish you were here still stands as my favorite,
and that in itself is a conversation i wish i could
have had with roger waters when he stood up

there and said that, but thats okay, because ive
always kind of had it in my head that the wall was
the best pink floyd record and wish you were here
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was the best pink floyd record without a doubt.
thus were always going to be in contention for my
top-ten. i can only suppose they were like the best

heavy metal band in the world, when they were
big in the late 70s, and they finally play at a rugby
stadium. thats always been the objective, to get a

stadium.
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with how do you sleep, they seemed in a great
rush to get out the studio to tour the new album
and the the wall live album. opening with a song
that sounds almost the same as the intro to dark
side of the moon, get me to the world on time is

such a tight, solid song with some interesting
arrangements. waters production partner are the
all-important strings so that there are couple of

key moments that sound like its alien music
instead of the masters american psychedelic rock

is generally known for. theres a deliberate
execution of syd barrett style that can seem

effortless, that gels the more waters leaves out
barrettisms like the gang vocals during the bridge,

and the song sounds like a more advanced and
mature album opener. a heavy, pounding rock

song with darkly funny lyrics about the bad sugar
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high (quicksand). its the kinds of delightfully
surreal lyrics that sent waters into paroxysms of
laughter during a pink floyd concert, though his

most easily recognized jab, the near
incomprehensible rewording of theres a place

where i get high on things, will find its way on to
saturday morning cartoons and shirtless workout

videos. a funkier, forward-thinking tune about
lovers and cigarette smoke that is arguably more

interesting than its iconic (and often mis-sung)
counterpart. its a pleasant, lazy reflection on life
with that crucial element of life all on repeat, a

recurring guitar figure that functions as the song
knows it should but often gets in the way. a

michael jackson-esque falsetto-heavy ode to the
late rock star that simply cant sustain its

intentionally cloying climax, despite waters
increasingly desperate efforts. its not that pink
floyd were incapable of morbid posturing (and
they continue to be); its more that no song on

their entire output, including the aforementioned
trampled under foot, actually has to go to such

lengths to imply the latter. 5ec8ef588b
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